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 n Fill in the gaps with the appropriate words to complete these conditional tenses.

E.g.  (FIRST) If I .................... (to go) to the park, I ........................ play football. 
(FIRST) If I go to the park, I will play football.

 Q1. (SECOND) If they ............................ (to see) the film, they ............................... enjoy it.

 Q2. (FIRST) If we .................................. (to study) a lot, we ..................................... pass the exam.

 Q3. (THIRD) If he ................................. (to close) the door, the dog ................................ not  been able to get out.

 Q4. (ZERO) If it ...................................... (to rain), close the window.

 Q5. (FIRST) If you ................................... (to eat) your breakfast, you ....................................... not be hungry later.

 Q6. (SECOND) If they ........................................ (to listen) to the teacher, they ....................................... know more.

 Q7. (THIRD) If I .................................................... (to play) football, I .............................................................. tired now.

 Q8. (ZERO) If you .............................................. (to hear) that song, you dance immediately.

 Q9. (SECOND) If she ...................................... (to cook) dinner, you ................................. really like it.

Q10. (FIRST) If I .................................... (to read) this book, it .................................. take me at least two weeks.
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ANSWERS

 A1. (SECOND) If they saw (to see) the film, they would enjoy it.

 A2. (FIRST) If we study (to study) a lot, we will pass the exam.

 A3. (THIRD) If he had closed  (to close) the door, the dog would not  been able to get out.

 A4. (ZERO) If it rains (to rain), close the window.

 A5. (FIRST) If you eat (to eat) your breakfast, you will not be hungry later.

 A6. (SECOND) If they listened (to listen) to the teacher, they would know more.

 A7. (THIRD) If I had played (to play) football, I would have been tired now.

 A8. (ZERO) If you hear (to hear) that song, you dance immediately.

 A9. (SECOND) If she cooked (to cook) dinner, you would really like it.

A10. (FIRST) If I read (to read) this book, it will take me at least two weeks.
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